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SUMMARY

In episode 5 of the podcast Planning Life Insights of Bryan, BCLP explore with guests John Sayer of

CBRE and Sarah Bevan of London First, what opportunities the changes to the Use Classes Order

open up for landlords with high street portfolios, tenant unit operators and developers trying to

deliver new mixed use schemes. To some, the Use Classes are an incomprehensible alphabet soup

of statist planning control. But could grouping a range of uses into one giant commercial, business

and services Use Class revitalise Britain’s high streets and out of town frontages?

Changes to the Use Classes Order and evolution of the UK High Street 

Click below to listen to episode 5 of “The Planning Life Insights of Bryan”, a BCLP podcast looking

into the practical things you need to know to navigate the UK planning system.

Sheridan Treger, Giles Pink, Clare Eccles, Rebecca Chambers, Jessica Lowe and Joseph Tyler of

BCLP are joined by John Sayer of CBRE and Sarah Bevan of London First to work through the

dizzying alphabet soup of the reforms to the Use Classes Order. We explore the opportunities

opened up for landlords with high street portfolios, tenant unit operators and developers trying to

deliver new mixed use schemes:

▪ a quick refresh on how the use classes system works and why it matters commercially

▪ the headline changes to the Use Classes Order, focusing on the new composite use class E for

commercial, business and services

▪ what this means for Local Plan retail frontage policies restricting Town Centre uses

▪ using the changes to remove existing restrictive planning conditions/obligations on use

▪ top tips in applying for a Class E permission

▪ hidden consents needed to benefit from the flexibility of Class E 
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As the UK planning system tries to manage the evolution of Britain’s high streets whilst allowing the

business models of the 21st Century to revitalise sectors worst hit by Covid, who will be the winners

and losers in this all important game of Use Classes Bingo?

And who will win the game of Use Classes Bingo played on the podcast?

We hope you enjoy listening!
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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